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. Abstract

In.addition to assessing observed communication behaviors, SYMLOG

may bee used by partiCipant-obserat'a foil for interpreting how

their own value orientations affectlheir data collecting and
.

FO

theorizing. As communication. researchers withdraw from participation in

an tganization, they "Tiatually" begin to re-evaluate thdir

participation and begin to recognize. how their. value-orientations caused

'them to selectively Other and interpret data. This reflexive process..

(phenomenological bracketing) is systematically aided by the use of

SYMLOG interaction scoring.

To illustrate this technique, a naive coder's SYMLOG scoring of a

meeting is compared with the author's field notes to that meeting. The

author uses the SYMLOG scores to reconstruct his data and thlorizinq so

that it is value-oriented.
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The'Use of. SYMLOG as an interpretive Foil for Participant Observer

Research in Orianizations

'This paper, is dividedointo four sections; the first section examines
4

the research rote and experience of the participant observer,

delineating the essential tension experienced by the participant

observer as one of being 'both near and distant from the social.

phenomenon being studied. The second section briefly reviews the theory

and some of the methods associated with SYMLOG. The SYMLOG coding.

procedures used in this study comprise the third section. The fourth

section compares. the author's field notes with several SYMLOG image

field diagrams, illustrating, the use of SYMLOG as an interpretive foil.

ParticipantvObservation: Between the familiar and the Alien

Van Mainen (1949) has contrasted traditiond0 social scientific

research with participant observation research, noting that the latter

attempts to "come to terms with the meaning, not the frequency, of

certain more or less naturally occOrring.phenomenain the social world"

(p. 520). Douglas (1976), taking a similar tack, tTs characterized ."the'

traditional goal of field research .studies. . . (as that of arriving at,

knowledge of) situated experience--that is,'social.meanings, the way it

looks to the members 'of society" (p. 189) who are the object of the.
.

.researcher's investigation. An the-words of Geertz (1973), researchers

must strive. to obtain "access to the conceptual world in -which our

subjects live"AP.'24) since that is the meaningful world that

Tesearcher attempts to articulate.. In short, particIpantobSeryers. :

'attempt to, account for 'the subjective views of participants; that-is,

researchers explicate the meaning of social life' or the,particiOints in

a society (Bruyn, 1966).



Schutz (1967) points Out that analyses incorporating the-subjective.

'point of view present two problems for the.social sciences: (1) "How _is

. . possible to grasp subjective meaning scientifically?" (p.'35)'

and (2)."Hpwis it. . pbssible to grasp by-a system of objective 40.
b.

knowledge subjective meaning structures?" (p. 35). The answer to the

first question, according to Schutz (1967, is fairly, simple.. The 4"

scientist does not construct thotightobjects -that refer' to the

subjective, meanings of unique individualt;. rather, by particular.

methodological devices, the: scientist construdts a model of a portion of

the social world which deals with typified events' that are*relevant to

the research- grob1em.thescientist.it examining. This model,. based .on a
.

-particular problem, limits the data considered relevant, and it .puts any

contingent data beyond-question through the use of appropriate

methodological devices. Hence, the modeling process of the scientist

relies on the selectivity imposed by a'research question.

In order for the sCientific problem to determine the .structure of

relevances, the scientist has to assume a disinterested stance toward

the common-sense world. Th individual in everyday life allOws his

personal biographical situation to determine his structure of
I .

relevances. During social interaction this-individual assumes that his

notives'are interlocked with those of his partners and the significance

bf events revolves around his "project at hand." In contrast, the

scientist detaches himself from his biograptrical situation and'replaces

thWttructure of, relevances with that body-Of knowledge'constitutive of

the scientific, problem he is investigating. "In other words., the

scientific problem is the "locus" of all possible constructs relevant to
. .

its solution, and eaCh construct carries. alongto borrow a mathomaticill,



term--a subtcript referring to the problem for :the sake of which it has

been established" ,(Schutz,, 1967, p. 38):1'
: .

The preceding: methodological devices--assuming 'disinterestedness
. .

toward the common-sense world and relying cm the selectivity of a

scientific problemalloy/ the scientist to construct typicil., patterns of

behavior which correspond.to the observed behavior in the social world

which is delimited by the research problem. The scientist, in turn,

uses a third methodological device: he ascribes to the actors-within

-his theory a, certain consciousness that accounts for the patterns of

,

behavior: The.'consciousness of the theoreticala0'0r is limited,, "In :

such .a way that its presupposed .stock of .)cnowledge at hand (including.

the ascribed tet of invariant motives) would make actions originatAng

(

from it subjectively understandable, provided that these. actions w* ere.
. .

performed brreal actors within the social world" (Schutz, 1967, p.

'I

J.

One of the implicattons O.. Schutz phenomenological analysis of

social scientific research is t'hat the participant: observer necessarily

/ 1
must exercise both the methodological devices, of scientific 24iienationn

and the social techniques of "familiarity," 4.e involventnietn-44

day-to-day projects of other ,participants. Khare (1981)' characterizes

this dilemma as "between being near and distanf.". lie analyzes this

tension as the productive force of "native anthropology" since ."these

two tendenciesv'one of alienation and the. other.,,fFIRbihing close to

the nativity, work as mutually ,restraining forces, 'offers that tension

that an anthropologls40 'necessary'and:treative;foif his -Work".
a

(Khare, p. 95).,.

The problem with being near and distant, 'being alien and familiar,
a

is that an complementary relationship between the.twoctypes of

fr



experience is'verY difficult to obtain:=o to sustain (see Burns, 1983:06

e *hive effcts ,gpf .sustained participant observation). 4iarren

;084)9 Commenting about this- problem of integration,. notes that th4S-;"-

milicipant observer must

engage it) 'a form of 'phenomenological bracketing--an attempt to

4 put
,
aside his or her .own sense of the subjective and soc...ially

.

constructed nature of the world. . . . [Paradoxically0 what
a

is. bracketed,' in phenomenologica tenminolOgy, is not the

natural attitude2y1f, but the !br cketing of the natual

attitude' learned as a qualitative researcher. (p. 111)

Such second -order bracketing means,that the researcher turns back;

reflectS upon how. the experience.of observation anciparticipation

rftiprocalfy peoduced'the'signifyance he or she attributes to this
.

nce. This "reflexion" normally:occurspassively through the

passage of time; the researcherileaves tWresearch.site,.takes on new

activit and reflects upon the'nOw. "distant" experience-of

paftil ipant observation (Qouglas, 1976; Rabinow, 1977; Schatmman &

Strauss, 19t3). Ifhthe research is on-going, planned retreats from the

site may .be necessary for 'the participant observer 'to maintain the

critical relationship between nativity,iand scientific insight.

Another.method.,:though, is possible. The participant observer may
(

. use one or another of the techniques:associated with SY19t)0G.o exam6ine .

.1
his or her value 'orientations., as well as those of other .:participants.

:.By using SYMLOG as an interpretive as 'an..aid gainrInSight. about:.

40

both their own and their subjectl' implicit theorizing, the researcher

may systematiplly engender' a productive. tension between being near and

distant that otherwi s,, might take months to occur.



SYMLOS :. A Brief' Review

SYMLOG is an acronym for a "SYstem for -the Multiple Level

Observation of Groups This sostem uses three orthogonal dimensions to

describe the qual ty of "the behavior of members or the images suggested

in the content' of what they say.. The dimensions, described in terms of

behavior adjectives are (11 Dominant, vs. Submissive, (2) Friendly vs.

Unfriendly, and (3) Instrumentally. Controlled vs. Bnotionally

Expressive" (Sates, Cohen, & Williamson, 1979, p. 9) . The' spade created

by the three dimensions is illustrated in Mgure 1.

When using SYMLOG, information may be gathered in two was: (1.)

group interaction may; berated retrospectively by one or more of the

grOup members and/or by observers (this technique relies on an adjective

check list)', or (2) group interaction may be, scored by one or more

'observers. Interaction scoring .may be.performed either during the group

interaction -or from recordings of the interaction. This last type of .

interaction Scoring may rely. On video tape recordings, audio recordings,_1
-

or written transcripts.
,st

Gtrhaytors., Imageu and Values

Interaction scoring of group interaction assesses three levels or

"meaning": (1) the behavior% numbers 'display (vinat people express
ip

verbal ly or non-verbal ly) , (2) the images ttit members, evoke (what people

.ut about- various. referents), and..(3)the pro or :con value judgements
. . .

that members exhibit' toward. certain images (what -attitudes people imply

,.by .what they isay..or do)....:.Both':behaviors and .;:1Mages.,may be scored -.on all.

three dimensions (e.g.t.UNF), on any two dimentions (e.g., DPI, or on

any one dimension (e.g., 8). Values are scored as either P (PRO or C

(CON). The distinction between behaviors and images within SYMLOG is

I

as

1
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U U in Upward
Us Dominant

rF * Fciward
Instrumentally
Controlled

p

N
N a Negative
N Unfriendly

P
P a Positive
P Friendly

0

W

Qp B r- Backward
B s Emotionally D DI' Downward .

Expressive D a SUbMISSiVe

.

Figura 1.. The SYMLOG. three..
dimensional space
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*
analogousiito' ttke irnce. between relational and content messages

katz1aw1ck 4 Beavinfkejacksoni 1967) since group member- behavior often:

.-tindicates how thelioage level of meaning is to be interpreted. This
i

interpretatioin., lurn, is. suMmarized within' SYt4j..9G scoring as a value

:i judgement aboursome referent ( topic of discussion).ion) . Moreover, just -is
.. .. .

.

relational and content messages may be congruent or -incongruent, so.may
.... ,

. 3

.
...;

.

... SYMLOG behaviors and images be in discord or accord with one another;

. Specifically.:the first category of meaning' (behavior) allows
. .

interaction scoring to focus on either nonverbal or verbal acts.' : The f

second category of meaning (im s) distinguishes among six types of ,.

references.

They are, briefly (1) references to (or descriptiee-s of) the

self, (2) references, to the other, (3) references to the grolql

as a whole, (4) 'references to tke immediate external situation

in which the group interaction takes place, (5) references to.

general features of the environing society, ,and' (6) references

to any kind of thing, real or imaginary, which the observer .

judges to be Informative about the imagination and feeling of

the person speaking, a 'class of content cal led fantasy images .

(Bales, Cohen, & Williamson, 1979, p. 9)

Field Diagrams

SYMLOG scores may be, viewed in graphic form by using either behavior

or image field diagrams.. The behavio r field diagram (Figure 2) plots

:behavioral scores on the three dimensions, while the image field diagram

(Figure -3) plots image scores on the three dimensions..

The circles plotted on the behavior diagram (Figure 2) represent the

F-B and P-N behaviors of the participants in. an interaction. in other
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,

-words, the location. of ithe circle .,on:- the° behavioral .field diagram
, .

portrays the degree to :Wiitch each partic is
. .

. instrunelitally controlled' (F or forward,) vi emotionally" expressive (B or
2 ,

backwayd) and/or friendly (P or positive) vs unfriendly (14 or negative),

6

The size. of the circle ltee. the U-0 number below he circle) corresponds

'to the degree laf dominance or submissiOn exhibited by each .earticipant:

The largqr the circle (or U number), the more dominant the behivior of a

participant; conversely',- the smaller the circle (OP-the-larger the D

number) the more submissive the behavior of a participant.

In contrast., the image-lield diagram (Figure 3) plots each

participant' s attitude toward the. content talked about during. the

interaction. As in the behavior field diagram, etch plot is made in the-

three dimensional space. Rowevers-the circle? in the image field

diagrams represent the participants' images (pm and/or CON): of the

-topic. of conversation. .Note that the :average reference. level (1-6) for

each participant's inago is' indicated in the chart below the image field

diaram.

Each type of field diagram is analogous t4 a photograph.: Just as,

some photographs are snapshots and some are timed exposures, so ,also do

the field diagrams vary in terms of time. .A diagram may encompass an

'entire meeting by averaging all of thescores for each individual

participant overthat peilOd of time. Or the meeting may be broken into

smaller units of time, and field diagrams may be Constructed for each

time period:

Polarization and Unification:'
..

. .- :

,._ 1

'

The use of ima(le NO d diagrams allows '.

i

one to.

4

graphically
. a

.

al 1 y view how',

ithe group 'Members form RR() and CON coal itions around images. Similarly,

<a



the use of behliirioral field ditgramsshow which group members 'behave

differentlyond which behave similarly. 4 a group has two or more

subsets, of members:wife-differ .e*nsively their images Or behaviors

(-e.g., one subgroup is )Ocated 10: the UPF:space; whitle another subgroup

is located. in'the UN spac,e), the group. is polarized. Conversely, ai

group is unified if All members may be located in roughly the same

space, e.g., the UPF space, Bales and his colleagues (Bale's, Cohen, &

Wi I 1 iamson , 1979; Bales & Isenb,erg , 1982) argue ,that groups that are/extremely polarized or unified will havedifficul accomplishing tasks:

The-polarized group is unlil,ly to reach an informalconsensus on

anything, while the unified. group is likely to practice."groupthink,"

too readily agreeing to suggestions made by any group member.

SYMLOG .Coding Procedures

In the.,analyses undertaken for this study, only verbal (speech) Actse,

§6Thifrom a written transcript were coded. using:the SYMLOG categories for
4

.behaviors,_images; .and val ues. The coding: procedure used in this study
.

... differed 1-n many ways. from the interaction., scoring'method- described by

Bales, Coheh & Williamson (1979). For exampl e, Bales. and his

colleagues usually 'score an interactioh "live and use a group .

obtervers.. These 'observers view the group interaction from'behind

one-w(y windows/mirrors. The observers do not attempt an exhaustive

analysis of the inieraction; they score only those behaviors and/or

images which they. sense are important,: .Moreover', each'observer ,

indicates a physical4time 'referent! . i,or :each okt ,and/o image -scored SO ..

.that a basis for comparing different observers' saris is provided. In
,..

contrast, the scpting procedure used in this 'study,- being textually'extual *I;

based, wat more exhaustive. The transcript was scored by a single

,,

a.

.
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(naive) observer414,110 divided 'each person's utterances into one or more

acts based' upon c

transcribed utt
.

*number so .that

transcript.

Recording and Transcription

es.- in either the behaviors or images evoked by the

ranee. Addititonblly: etch aci'was assigned a sequential

es could be mapped line-by-ttne on the

.The committee meeting was tape-recorded early in January 1982.with .

.the committee's prior approval. A single microphone'las used so all

voices were recorded on one track. Transcription of the tape-recording

was clone by a professional secretary whdwasinstructedto punctuate

pauses and to inscribe the conversations verbatim, includi0 vocal dis-

fluencies. The author produced the final transcripts; he Oentified t4o

speakers using three-letter codes ed corrected any error in

10041Scription.

Training

The coder was famii tar with the group members since he had, attended

a nunber .of committee meetings prior to the meeting that was coded.

However, he was not present during the group's actual interaction, and

he was privy to only -a- limited history.of the group's discussion on the

topics that were -scored,. The coder was -trairiedby..the author based on

the SYMLOG. descriptions and the instructions provided by Bales, Cohert, &

Williamson (1979). The 20 hours Of training concentrated on three

objectives: ('1) .achie? ing cOnsistlity in identi fyVng scoring units

-,(ects).:' to be coded; (2) distinguishing between behaviors and ..iMages.

an accurate manner and (B) applying each Of the three.'SYMLOG dimensions

in a consistent manner to both behtwiors.and images:.

Seor.ing.11 i ilit and Validity,



f.

?

;..

At the end of the training period, an, excerpt from the tranicript

vfasstored.b both the author and the coder to assess intercoder.'

:reliability f acts (units) spored....4.Mighintertoder reliability

resulted: .90 using a Pearson R.split-half test.' While no formal
At

(statistical) assessment of the coder's scoring validity was made before ,

he began scoring, both the author and .the. coder spent considerable time

examining and mutually' ustifiing variations in the scoring of acts

-using the SYMLOG categories. Only after both were satisfied withtheir

explanations didithe coder proceed with the storing of the trescriO.
A.

After the coder had scored the transcript, his scoring validity, was

assessed using procedures developed by Isenberg (1980) and Bales and
.., /.

.

Isenberg (1982) called the Behavioral ImpiicatiOns Task (BIT) and the

Value Implications Task (VET), respectively. -The BIT and VII tests

. assess those SYMLOG dimensions upon which the coder may be biased' by
f.

comparing the coder's scores :to an ideal set of4scoreS
,

on each

comtination of the SYALOG.dimensions. The results of; these two tests'

showed that the coder was reasonably accurate (showed little tendency tl)

distort behvaviors or values) in his judgements.

Scoring Procedures

.The interaction scoring form used by the coder is illustrated in

Figure 4. 'The transcript was coded on the interaction scoring form as

follows:

1 In the "Time'column, three-digit, ordinal numbets were placed
10-

so 4S to Seouentiallvrefererice each 'act scored,'

ilie code lure of the participant currently speaking was placedo

in the \"Who ActS" column.

:;'Chid, lode ,name of'ihe participant.addressed by the speaker (or

I.

,.1

16
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(

GRP,5tif addressed to the group as .a whole) was indicated. An the

"Toward Whom" colann,

4. Since 'only speech acts were considered, the "Att/Non" colon was

invariably-marked "Act."

5. The location in the .three :dimensional, space to which the .

behavioral act -corresponded was indicated. in the "Direction"..

colion. In other words, the act was scored in terms of . whether
,

it was U or: 0, -P, or N, .or An act could. be .scored on all..

three dimensions UNF)1,,on any,two dimensions UN),

or on any one dimension (e.g..,

6. In the column labeled) HOrd'inary:.Description of Behavior or

Image," the topic or reference for the speech: act was described:

in .ordinary language.
. , . . .

7. A "pi! or "C' was placed..in the "Pro/Con" COlunn, thus

designating, whether- the attitude. toward the image was positive.1

(P) I'or negative

8. The "Direction" of.10e image was indicated in this column; the

4;,-

same procedures, were followed as in step 5.

9. L,astly, the. reference (l 1,-6) for the image was designated

in the "Image Level".. coltsim. Image -level. 4. (Situation), .as an

immediate reference to the con t of the meeting -was used .tO

index he .topte under .ditcussion y the committee.

..

Using syitLoG as an Interpretive 'Fe M Applied Cage

The three parts to this section exemplify 'the use of SYMLOG as an

interpretive foil for participant observation.

\
'Ihe first part provides.

. background information about the research site; ttr. second part:presents-
`i\..\

the, field notes the .author recorded after,one part ularly, significant

\



.

meeting; the third part :interprets these field 'motes In light of

three SYMLOG image field diagrams of that same meeting.

Background

The focus of this case is the decision-making that occurred in a

Quality of Working Life (QWI.) worksite committee (the DR committee).

This committee is one of many committees within a OWL program which is

supported' by a large mid-wes,tern city and a labor union local. The

author served as a trd-party facilitator for the OWL program, and the

DR committee was one of five worksite committees that he visited on a

regular bails .

Worksite 'committees consist of both fixed (for k y management and

union, roles)' and elected- positions (for supervisory nd non-supervisory

employees). Generally', the worksite manager and, ass stant Manager have..

fixed positions, as do the unjon steward and a desig ated union

assistant. The elected positions are. more variable in nature: Each \

committee sets up guidelines for elections and determines what form of

repre9entation oi the workforce should occur in the committee:.
e"##

At the time this case occurred, members-holding fixed positions on
'b

the DR committee were ALF (the,plant manager), DOB (the assistant plant

mang er)', AIRG (the shop steward .for the union local), and DEN (a

designated' member of the union). The eight elected members 'included the.

following actors:

Name ark Area Status

ARP laboratory
. supervisor II

0 ..

BIL
,

, plant maintenance electrician

1
,

plant maintenance stockroom clerk

CLY ground maintenance' -., supervisor 11
, .



USE OF SMOG

.v

r-

:.
.1

,

DIK.-,''i ground Maintenanc.e .supervisor I
. . .

} .

..- GEN . ; . .,.. ...: plaki rotinteriance... 'worker ..:
.4,

I
, . . 0

HRB 1 aborato0 .. -..- : : :.. chemist .

RPH .. :. 'plant maintenance supervisor II

-For
.

over two and1/2 Years the DR tomniittee discussed a:flextime

schedule at its worksite; but in the course of qnly"one meeting it

. .

.detided.to disband. the subcommittee .whieh was investigating the flextinie'

schedule. The chair of the flextime. subcommittee (VRG) -Immediately

challenged this decision at a division level OWL .meeting. He argued,

that some memars had not had a chance to openly voice their opinions a

the mee0hg, and he requested that the division-level committee order

the DR committee to reconsider their decision. As a result 'of yRG.'s

-.request,. th DR committee readdressed he issue of flextime and reaf-

firmed its original decision'. Since the focus of the remainder of this

part. is the original meeting in, which the flextime subcommittee was

disbanded 9. only a few of the 20 comrnittee.meetings subcommittee

meetings, and fact finding missions in which flextime was discussed

and/pr actions were taken are reviewed. .
. During the summer of 1981., tiie DR committee heatedly discussed,

flextime a number of times. As the facilitator for the committee, the

author suggested that (a) many of the disagreements .voiced in the

.. committee were based on assumptions about the flextime programs operated

at another worksite (MR) and (b) , Inviting representatives from the MR

worksite to discuts flextime would be the best way to settle the

tOparelt:ditegreemehts.:Although,the Mkcommittee dec11ñd the

6, inyiiationeridedby the DR. co(mriiitteet the-MR.coMmittee.did invite a

tasKforce.from the DR committee to visit the MR. worksite ih:order. to

4 .

tt
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Observe.theflexfime program in operotior.

'Following up on this invitation,- the DR committee made two%separate'.
. .

visits to the-MR:worksite. The first visit in October was conducted by

BIL and VRG (both union representatives), while the second visit in

November was conducted by DIK and RON (management representaiives). The

'author accompanied both groups on,the two' fisits. 3Iosvery diffenent

s

accouhis.of!the MR'fTbxtime program then were made by kK, the author,

and VRG during the December, .1981 DR committee meeting.

DIK reported that the flextime program at'IMR caused at east two

problems'. First, the crew overlap that occurred in the program (due to

men and supetivisors arriving it an' time between.6:00fand 830) produced

employee-supervisor conflict: some cre members resented supervision

from more than one immediate supervisor. ond, the day-to-day,

variable-starting-time flextime schedule resulted in many employees

arriving early rather than late in the morning, and it meant that only a

skeleton crew was present during the late afternoon. Supporting DIK's

reyprt, the author cited some more specific examples of problems with

the flextime program. VRG was left rather undone by these reports. He

'noted that on the first visit the MR supervisors had positively

evaluated the flexttme program, but they'must not have been willing to

say anything negative about the program to non-supervisory personnel.

The author agreed that the MR management team had disclosed different

informatitm.

4 11

Zhe coMMittee's discussion then focused .on, what form of flestbie
0

might be appropriate for the MR plant. DIK and VRG argued about the

merits of the MR flextime program,.and interrupted each other

continually. This led 1F and other,group members to discuss other

. t.

:,



committees' plans for flextime programt. '/-'.A:.shumber of "side"

conversiat ons irrupted during this discussion; for example BIL and VRG

argued over. the.chairmanship Of the 1ex.tjme. sub-.comkittee (VRG

eventually agreed to -act. as ciial.r). BIL then ihterjeCted a few jokes

abeUt flextime, and the Committee agreed to table discussion on

fl extime.
Although the OR committee's discussion 'of flextime culminated in an

explicit. agreeOnt to table fl extime, this agreement rel ied on different

Implicit t understandings of what was meant by "tabli00.". For example,

the author's -understandiha of the agreethent was that B/L and VRGPshould

survey the workforce about flextime: But, as the authdr learned: later;

ALF (plant manager) understood this .agreement to :Mean that flextime

would be tabled.'until .anoVer worksite committee implemented and
4

evaluated a flextime program; Conversely,- BIL and VRG understood Tit to

mean,that discussion would continue once employee interest was show in

fi extime.
.After this meeting, the author arranged to meet with BIL- and VRG

during the third week in December to construct :a duestionnaire to. survey

employee interest inflextime. .When they met, BIL and VAG..expressed
,/

their reluctance to survey employee opinion since they beeved that

lemployees*had too many niiscon6ptions about flektime and needed to be

"edudated" before their opinion was sampled. "Nevertheless,, the author

urged them to ,construct a questionnaire and the Mission they had

been assigned by the committee since it was the Most "politically" adept

move for them.° Unfortunately, the author had little time td ,spend with

them (approximately an hour) , and not much was accomplished' at this

meeting.



A follow.4ip meeting. during the last week1 in)December was held with

..another facilitator ( B) who suggested that Bit and VRG ask . the committee

for permission to hold a general meeting or series of smaller meetings
. .

to discuss flextim41th the._ Workforce. Flextime was the first item. on

the agenda for the January, 1982 meeting of the committee, and the

author's field notes: for that meeting are presented next. .

Field NoteS

p.

DIK opened themeeting, asking. if there were any correction's of thell

minutes.. BIL (who 'was recently. elected secretary, repl acing BIM) . had

...taken the minutes,* and he dramati;ed his role by getting out of his

chair, lifting it as if t). ward .off. an :attack 'of wild c.40, and asking

if there were any corrections in a bOld ,.:C.hallenging. voice.. Everyone 5,'.

laughed quite loudly , and ALF. mad.0 .0 point of. compl imenting BIL on the

succinctness. of his minutes (they filled ,only,One page, and were 'very.

brief).. No corrections were offered, and the Minutes were approved.

There was then a difficult transition by DIK as he attempted to

bring up the 'concern of the fl ex time .subcommiSee ( BIL and. VRG)

Finally, after an hesitant introductiont'VRG cut in and made the first

Of several statements BIL and, himself about courses of action they

desired. the committee to endorse..: These, actions were, ideally, for the

23 members ofthe work Crew to be convened , sometime in the next mohthi

to hear a presentation on flextime and/c# other al ternativework

Allkdulres ;sUggested, "A", for this honor). Afterhearing about

flextime, the workers could then vote: on 'whether they Wished'

investigate/partldpate in a flextime progriUo,* ;

"Chic,: proposal, was not quickly .grasped by the committee, :and a number

of eounter-proposals were offered by DIK and other members,
I,
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'

alterriative proposals included the following:
. .

1. postponing or tabling any action on flextime until such

time as the MR flextime program was evaluated .(I quickly

undermined this proposal by noting that MR's experiment .

was evaluated. and al ready impl emented) ;

.2. Surveying-the work crews to see their interest in

participating in a flextime program;

.3.. Disbanding the flextime subcommittee.
h .

The latter proposal. (number' 3) was voted on by the committee 'ustng :

voice count, and it was passed by four votes "aye" and no "nay', votes,

even .though all members except BIM weri in attendahce. I may have,

played a major role in forcing the vote since.DIK asked me to voice

opinion about the course of action the committee should, take; I

adVocatedthat..the committee either. support :BM and.. VRd's- proposal or

.ditband-the..commitiee....As I put it, the subcommittee had reached. its ..

level of frustration, and wanted either ago-ahead for some action or to

drop the whole, thing.

1

Reinterpretation

For the sake of simplicity, only three image field .diagrams of the

January, 1982 DR committee meeting (based on the SYMLOB interaction'

scoring of the actual transcript of the meeting) are interpreted. ihe

first diagram (Figure 5) indicates the PRO and CON images toward

flextime and other references that the participants displayed during the
A

opening stages of the meeting., The second diagram '(Figutle 6) displays

the Images evoked by participants about .half-way through -the discussion

of flextime. . The author.: is not i ne.1 40* in . the first or the second

diagram (Figures 5 and 6) since the coder decided that the author, had
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.PRO IMAGES

DIE
BIT.

#inkages level
3
6

3.0
3.2 :

ALP 1 4.0
VRG. 1 4.0
ARP 1. 4.0,
GRP 1,2 3.6

'CON IMAGES '

DIK.
BIL..

#1.an -,1,4v01.,
.3.0 .

3#.8 .!..4
ARP 2 2.5
GRP 9 3.1

'Figure, 3, Image etiold 'diagratis: ,

'Beginning of meeting ..
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; not expres0d, any .yalue judgments during thgie portions of the conyer-;.

'iatipn. The laft image field diagrani (Figure.7) sumrparizes the

discussion of flexPme, and includes each participant that the coder .

recorded as expressing a PRO or CON image (the author is identified as

Figure 5 first image .field diagram. illustrates. that

'0
tbe

.-participants are expressing :,values..about different'referents ;il. glance

Aiky;t
at the level indicator . Shows.' that 01K and ill. are enressing PRO images

about the :grPUI) (committee), while ALF,' VRG, andARP eflpexpr,essing PRO
.

:images about the situation ( fl ex time) . Simi 1 arl y ,Ik'he level r, nd c at o r

for CON images. shows that Vt*L's image refers mainly to -f\I DICs

image refers to the group, and ARP' s image tefers to I'. the group and

an individual The most striking feature about this diagram is that the

PRO images are cluttered in the Positive and Forward (P9 space, while_

'ttip CON images are clustered in the Negative and Backward (NB) -space.

Moreover; both sets of images (PRO and CON) show more or -less
.

polarization upon the Upward (dominance) and Downward (submission)

dimension.

;

Figure .6: 1,6The next .figure- displ ays'. a. Very intriguing polarization. .

upon the P/N .dimension within the set of PRO images.. -This. polarization

is particularly 'strong between -..ALF: (the plant manager) and VRG (the

union. steward). HOwever,..thispolartzation may be somewhat neutratized

....by the different .references: that ALF and -.VRG evoke; al though both. ALF

and VRG.,.41s previous .set of Images referred ,t6 flextime, it is .clear from

the;.:level'indiiator that some of their images.. in the meantime haye..-

referred ..tO.. the ..groOp. or, 'postibly,. An. individual. In 'contrast, -Dirs

images have:increasing referred to flextime, 'while OIL"s iQiagesbae

. ,
. .
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remained.fixed upon the group.

The CON images in Figure 6 also display polarization, but in this

case upon the F/B dimension.. Again, differing, references for these

Images muddy the waters of straightforward interpretation. DIK, ALF,
, t

and IIL-seem.tebe evoking images'of.flexttme, whileARP and VRG are

refering to the group; this confounding of references weakens the

apparently:strong polarization of CON images within7the committee.

One interesting fature of this image field diagram Is that .both ALF

and DI-k's PRO and CON images are locatad in UNF space, the same space

assoctated With authoritarianism. 4

Figure 7. The last trage field diagram summarizes the commliteces

discussion of flextime; here, the author's (GRT) contribution to the

conversation becomes apparent. During the second half of the meeting,

'the 'author contributed the greatest total num6er of PRO tmages. His

imagery referred to the group as higyy'UPF--an tnage*tha was similar

11

. to that expressed by ARP, BIL, and'VRG. The reference. for ALF. and DIK's

UNF PRO images, in contrast, was flextime. This difference in the

reference of the tnage seems.to account for the P/N polarization wtth

its

the set of PROimages.

The author 'also contributed a large number of CON DNF Images about

flextinie;'howeverelle was the only-partiApant:i6 evoke images of
.,

a.

flextime in that space. Both DIK and ALF expressed CON Uii images of

flextime, while GEN evoked CON NF images'offlextime. This difference

in the vectors of the CON images asteciated with flextime suggests that

the polarization of CON *Wages upon the EMI dimension was causcd larger),

by the author's contributioos. *Indeed, VRG, BIL, and,ARP's CON, UNB'

VP images are associated more with the gro'up thin .with flextime.

t'''

' r 'I
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MK 18 119.2.0

BIL 13
ALP: 9
GRT 17
VRG , 30

3,4
3,7
3,0
3.,

FL Sure

19 3.2
9 3.7

12 3.8
17 2%9

9 3.4
0101 6' . .0
GRP 14 4 3.

4*
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lasso ffold
End of amnia'
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Discussion, The authormi field notes Imply that he felt he shad

unduly influenced the vote to disband the flextime:subcommittee. To

some degive, certainly, he did influence'the committee. Nowev61, the

SYMLOG image field diagrems suggest that the authorls Influence was

mitigated by the diffdrent image levels being expressill by' the

participants. Since BIL and1VRG's tmiges refer to the ccamittee, while

LF and DIK's refer to flextime, an iinterpretation of the meeting
A

emerges that differs from the one originally proffered by-the author. .

The author's imagesshow pat he. valuedle in-a different way than

did BIL or VRG. Moreover, the author's identifi ipn with BIL and

VRG's Image of the committee probably distorted his perception of how

they valued.flextime--in other words, he confounded their valuation of

the committee with his own valuation of flextime. Hence',- rather than

,y

the committee being polarized upon the Issue of flextime, it would seem

that the committee was attempting to redefinlits member relations

through.a discussion of this iisue.

Such an interpretation accounts for BIL and'VRG's emphasis upon .:

group-related images, as well as ALF.and intriquing-CON'and PRO NF
. .

.4. images Of flextime. iliit?and DIVs position. Upon the flextime issue

indicates their symbolic, status within the committee, while BIL and

VRG's. PRO and CON images'indicate:where they would like to see-the.

leadOship in the committee..

Interestingly,.thtsinterpretation fits fairly'well Withinthe

Incidences that occurred following thecoOtitteess decision to diiband,

the flextime Subcommittee: .VRG and BIL-both emerged as stronger leaders

within ihe- committee4 and the committee began to embrace new projects

with renewed vigor. That, however,' s another tale,.

AT
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